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Abstract

The design of an optimal and versatile haptic device should enable human to achieve complex remote tasks in a safe
and ergonomic environment. The paper presents a design strategy applied to the development of the Delthaptic, a new
6-DOF parallel haptic device. The Delthaptic is based on a coupled-parallel structure. It combines two Delta robots,
linked to the two extremities of the customized ball-screw handle, to obtain its 6 degrees of freedom. The proposed
haptic device provides a large and singularity-free workspace while keeping the benefits of parallel mechanisms.

The design process first consists in a phase of structural design where the mechanical architecture is defined in
order to meet requirements. During a second step, the parameters of this architecture are optimized by minimizing
objective functions based on desired kinematic performances. Then, a generic procedure is proposed to select the ac-
tuation with respect to dynamic capability-based criteria as well as technological aspects. Actuators and transmission
systems are chosen for the Delthaptic. A prototype of the haptic device is built to experimentally assess its mechanical
functioning and check the design requirements.

Keywords: Haptic device, parallel mechanism, design strategy, kinematic optimization, actuator selection.

1. Introduction

Collaboration between humans and robots is becoming a major research concern as human expertise is essential
in manifold activity areas such as industry, medical operation, and teleoperation. In tedious or dangerous situations
haptic devices allow the operator to safely achieve tasks controlling robots at distance. These systems have to be
transparent and to offer a proper kinesthetic sense to their user. Therefore the design of an optimal and versatile
6-DOF haptic device constitutes a real challenge.

Several multi-purpose haptic devices are presented in the literature and some of them are commercially available.
Serial devices were firstly developed with the PHANToM 6DOF of Geomagic [1], the Freedom-7 [2], the Virtuose
6D of Haption, or the Haptic Master [3]. As inertia, rigidity, and positioning accuracy represent critical matters to
design transparent interfaces, fully parallel structures have been explored by some authors. Lee et al. [4] introduce
a structure composed of double-chain legs. Lambert et al.[5] propose a 7-DOF parallel structure adding a grasping
mobility . However these parallel devices suffer from important drawbacks: the proximity of additional singular
configurations and their limited workspace. As a compromise between the specificities of parallel and serial structures,
hybrid mechanisms are designed. Among them the Sigma.7 of Force Dimension, the Falcon of Novint Technologies,
the compact 6-DOF device of Tsumaki et al. [6], or the Delta-R [7] combine a Delta robot [8] for translational
motions and a serial wrist for rotational motions. Different new hybrid structures have been explored during the last
decade, such as the 6-DOF haptic devices of Ryu et al. [9] and Lee et al. [10]. These hybrid devices provide good
performances in haptic applications but have neither the rigidity and low inertia of parallel structures nor the wide
workspace of serial mechanisms.

A new type of paired robots was introduced by Lallemand et al. with the 2-Delta [11]. It consists in coupling two
independent mechanisms in-parallel to the end-effector to increase the mobility and the workspace of the whole robot,
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while conserving the benefits of the basic structures. Several paired haptic devices have been developed over this past
decade. Among them, the telesurgery device of Gosselin et al. [12], the Quanser HD2 [13], and the VirtuaPower
[14] couple two independent serial robots, for example PHANToM devices in the HD2, to get the 5-DOF end-effector
motion. The surgical haptic wand [15] is composed by two pantographs, linked in-parallel to the handle to provide
five DOFs. These paired haptic devices are promising as they combine simple kinematic structures to provide a large
workspace. However, besides the surgical haptic wand, the developed paired devices couple serial mechanisms, less
stiff and accurate than parallel structures. None of these architectures is fully parallel with only grounded actuators.
An extra active serial DOF also needs to be added to actuate the handle self-rotation. This embedded motors induce
harmful mass and inertia of the device.

This paper presents the design strategy of a new 6-DOF paired parallel robot for haptic applications. This device,
the Delthaptic, is composed by two Delta robots linked to the two extremities of the helical end-effector. This cou-
pled parallel structure allows to reach a large and singularity-free workspace while keeping the benefits of parallel
mechanisms such as low inertia, high dynamic performance, and high positioning accuracy.

The paper is organized as follows. The design strategy and the structure of the Delthaptic are detailed in Section
2. The geometric, kinematic, and dynamic models of the mechanism are briefly presented. Section 3 focuses on
the kinematic multi-objective optimization of the geometric parameters of the structure. Then, a procedure of actu-
ator/transmission selection is proposed in Section 4. The actuation of the Delthaptic is chosen for general purpose
haptic applications. In Section 5, tests are conducted on a prototype of the Delthaptic to validate his behavior.

2. Design strategy

The design process of the Delthaptic aims at providing a structure suitable as versatile haptic device with 6 active
DOFs. The global design strategy presented in Fig.1 is followed to develop an optimal mechanism.

Figure 1: Design strategy scheme

The first step of the procedure consists in defining the mechanical architecture of the device with respect to the
requirement specification and the literature review. The geometric parameters of the chosen structure are set through
a kinematic multi-objective optimization according to desired performances and design constraints. Then, actuators
and transmission systems are selected by studying the device dynamic capability along its workspace.

This Section presents the mechanical architecture of the Delthaptic and explains different technological choices
made during this structural design. The kinematic and dynamic modeling of the structure is detailed.

2.1. Structural Design

A haptic device must meet many requirements to provide high transparency to the user. An optimal interface
offers simultaneously transparency in free space, which means to enable a large and singularity-free workspace with
low inertia, minimal joint clearance and friction, and transparency through contact by ensuring a large stiffness and a
sufficient and adapted force feedback within a high bandwidth. These specifications are closely related to the human
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motion control capability and sense of touch. Different experiments in the literature [16, 17] have quantified human
performance for the design of haptic interface. Table 1 details the desired levels of the criteria selected to design our
optimal haptic device.

Table 1: Desired levels of performance
Criteria Translation Rotation

Workspace 200 × 200 × 200mm ±90 ± 90 ± 90◦

Position precision ≤ 1mm ≤ 2◦

Maximum Force ±20N ±0, 5Nm
Force Precision ≤ 1N ≤ 0, 05Nm

To be suitable for various applications the prescribed workspace (PW) of the Delthaptic is defined according to the
human hand mobilities. The amplitude of bending-extension and pronation-supination motions is around ±90◦ while
the range of ulnar and radial deviations is about ±45◦. These amplitudes lead to a large and challenging prescribed
rotational workspace, assimilated to a half-sphere around the wrist axis. The prescribed translational workspace is
chosen with respect to the forearm range motion as a cube of 200 × 200 × 200mm.

Figure 2: Structure scheme and parameterization of the Delthaptic

As high dynamics, stiffness, and accuracy are critical features of haptic device, the Delthaptic is based on a
parallel structure. However traditional 6-DOF parallel manipulators have limited rotational workspace. A coupled
parallel mechanism is preferred to ensure the wide prescribed workspace. The Delthaptic is composed by two Delta
robots linked in-parallel to the same base platform and to the two extremities of the customized helical handle. The
structure scheme of the device is presented in Fig.2. The handle upper joint with respect to the platform of the
Delta 2 is a spherical joint (S-joint). A universal joint (U-joint) links the Delta 1 robot’s platform to the end-effector.
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Each Delta robot i is actuated by three grounded motors driving the articular coordinates qi = [ϕ11,iϕ12,iϕ13,i]T . The
translational motion of the Delta 1 generates the (X,Y,Z) position of the handle. The relative displacement between the
two platforms results in the orientation, described by tilt-and-torsion modified Euler angles (φ, θ, ψ). The self-rotation
ψ is enabled thanks to a ball screw system located inside the handle. The ball screw equation relates handle length to
self-rotation: Lp = Lini + ψ ×

p
2π

with Lini = 135mm.
The design parameters of each Delta robot (L1,i, L2,i, ri, ai) are obtained through the kinematic optimization pre-

sented in Section 3. L1,i and L2,i are the leg lengths, ri = rB,i − rA,i is the difference between the two platform radius,
and ai is the distance between the mobile platform and the handle joint. The location angles of the Delta robots are
fixed to σ11 = 60◦ and σ12 = 0◦ to avoid collision between the two parallel manipulators and to ensure the access to
the handle.

The design of the handle is crucial to ensure the transparency of the haptic device. The user must be able to achieve
6-DOF movements without any restriction in the prescribed workspace. Moreover, these motions have to be perfectly
transfer to both Delta robots through the joints between the handle and the platforms. The upper spherical joint is
substituted by a 3-Rotational-joint (R-joint) serial chain to provide the large prescribed rotational motion range. The
lower universal joint is replaced by a 2-DOF gimbal mechanism supporting the handle in its center of rotation, which
simplifies the robot dynamics and reduces the size of the Delta 2. The CAD design of these joints appears in Fig.2
with its parameterization.

The haptic device has to transmit an accurate force feedback to the user, which is possible if the mechanism is
play-free and reversible. To get a full reversibility, the thread pitch of the ball screw system needs to be large enough.
It is firstly set to p = 20mm for the structure dimensional synthesis but will be adjusted in Section 4. The six degrees
of freedom of the device are driven by motors equipped with absolute encoders providing a high resolution (0.0014◦)
compatible with the desired level of position precision. Capstan systems are designed to transmit the torque to the
active joints because they are slack-free, reversible, and can possess a high reduction ratio.

The following subsections briefly present the different models of the structure. These models are valid if the
geometric constraints and assumptions are respected. For instance, to ensure the expected behavior of each Delta
robot, the axes of the parallelograms must be parallel, their sides of equal length, and the axes of the first and second
R-joints of each leg must be parallel. In practice, manufacturing and assembly defects could compromise these
assumptions and induce infinitesimal parasitic motions of the end-effector but they are neglected in the design strategy.

2.2. Geometric models of the Delthaptic
The geometric models of the Delthaptic are used to determine its workspace and link the position in operational

space to the articular coordinates.
The Delta robot’s platform position Xi = [Xi Yi Zi]T is calculated from its actuated angles qi thanks to the Forward

Geometric Model. Its solution Xi is the intersection of three spheres (Eq. (1)) respectively accessible by each leg
j. This intersection has two solutions, which are the upper and lower platform positions, corresponding to the two
assembly modes of the Delta robot.

(Xi − x j,i)2 + (Yi − y j,i)2 + (Zi − z j,i)2 = L2
2 (1)

with


x j,i = (−ri + L1,icos(q j,i))cos(σ ji)
y j,i = (−ri + L1,icos(q j,i))sin(σ ji)
z j,i = −L1,isin(q j,i)

The Inverse Geometric Model of the Delta robot in Equation (2) evaluates the articular coordinates qi needed to
reach a desired Cartesian position Xi.

α j,icos(q j,i) + β j,isin(q j,i) = γ j,i (2)
α j,i = 2L1,i(−ri − Xicos(σ ji) − Yicos(σ ji))
β j,i = 2L1,iZi

γ j,i = 2(−ri)(Xicos(σ ji) + Yicos(σ ji)) − r2
i − L2

1,i + L2
2,i − X2

i − Y2
i − Z2

i
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Xi is reachable if h j,i = γ2
j,i −α

2
j,i − β

2
j,i ≤ 0. The frontier equation h j,i = 0 written into the local coordinates of each

leg matches the equation of a torus. The workspace of the Delta robot is given by the intersection volume of these
three leg torus. |h j,i| represents the distance between the desired platform position Xi and the workspace boundary.

Then, the geometric models of the Delthaptic device are obtained by expressing the relationships between the
handle and the two Delta robots’ platforms. As these relationships are the expressions of simple serial chains, the full
geometric models are not developed there.

2.3. Kinematic modeling

The kinematic analysis of the Delthaptic is essential to ensure a proper functioning with respect to singular con-
figurations.

The kinematic model of the Delta robot is expressed in Equation (3). More details can be find on this model in
[18].

AiẊi = Bi q̇i with J i = A−1
i Bi and Bi = diag(B1i, B2i, B3i) (3)

J i is the Delta i Jacobian matrix, Ẋi the platform velocity vector and q̇i the articular velocities.
The Equation (3) underlines the two assembly modes of the Delta robot, the platform upper position (det(J i) < 0)

and the lower one (det(J i) > 0). The Delta robot admits 8 working modes with respect to each leg posture: internal
when B ji > 0 and external when B ji < 0.

The kinematic analysis of the Delthaptic is fully developed in [19]. Paired parallel structures have simple kinematic
modeling by considering separately the model of each manipulator composing the device. The kinematic model of
the Delthaptic, presented in Equation (4) and based on Fig. 3, can be expressed as a function of the Jacobian matrix of
each Delta robot J i and a linkage matrix Jc. The linkage matrix relies on the kinematics of the serial chains linking
the handle to both platforms.

Ẋ = J q̇ with J =
[

Jc1 Jc2
]︸          ︷︷          ︸

Jc

 J1 0
0 J2

 (4)

Figure 3: Delthaptic modeling scheme

The robot is into a singular configuration when the determinant of the Jacobian or the inverse Jacobian matrix
vanishes. The Equation (5) demonstrates that the singularities of the haptic device are those of the two Delta robots.

det(J) = det(Jc) × det(J1) × det(J2) (5)

The Delta robot suffers from serial singularities, when the legs are fully bended or stretched (det(Bi) = 0), and
from a parallel singularity, when the three leg’s parallelograms are in the plane of the platform (det(Ai) = 0), config-
uration in which the platform can rotate around its axis. It is showed by writing the full kinematic Jacobian matrix of
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the Delta robot that the mechanism has three additional constraint singularities, as defined by Zlatanov [20]. These
singularities occur when the geometric equation that constraints the end-effector to translational motions is no longer
verified. A constraint singular configuration is reached when two of the leg’s parallelograms are in the same plane
(det(Ci) = 0 with Ci = [z21 z22 z23]), and the platform gains a tilt mobility. There is no coupling singularity from the
linkage matrix Jc for this design since it is composed by simple 2-DOF gimbal and 3-R links.

2.4. Delthaptic dynamics
The dynamic analysis of the Delthaptic is a major design concern since a haptic device must provide high dynam-

ics. The dynamic model is essential to choose suitable actuators and transmission systems according to desired levels
of performance.

General solution for the dynamic model of parallel robots [21] has been widely studied in the literature and can
easily be expressed based on the augmented object theory [22].

The handle of the Delthaptic is linked in-parallel to both Delta platforms. To provide a desired force feedback
Fuser and compensate for the handle dynamics, each Delta robot has to apply the end-effector force Fi expressed in
Equation (6).  F1

F2

 = JT
c (ΛH Ẍ + µH + pH + Fuser) (6)

In this equation ΛH = Λh + Λu + Λg is the kinetic energy matrix, µH = µh + µu + µg appoints the Coriolis and
Centrifugal effects, and pH = ph + pu + pg represents the gravity term of the handle h, the upper serial chain u, and
the gimbal mechanism g.

Then, the inverse dynamic model of the Delta robot i is detailed in Equation (7) where ΛDi =
∑

Λ j,i +Λpi describes
the inertia effects, µDi =

∑
µ j,i + µpi are the Coriolis and Centrifugal effects, and pDi =

∑
pj,i + ppi is the gravity term

of the three legs j, i and the platform pi.

τi = JT
i (ΛDi Ẍi + µDi + pDi + Fi) (7)

By combining the Equations (6) and (7) mapped into the operational space, the global inverse dynamic equation
of the Delthaptic is formulated in Equation (8).

τ = JT F⊕ (8)

F⊕ = Λ⊕ Ẍ + µ⊕ + p⊕ + Fuser

with Λ⊕ = ΛH + J−T
c

 ΛD1 0
0 ΛD2

 J−1
c︸                        ︷︷                        ︸

Λ

⊕
D

µ⊕ = µH + J−T
c

 µD1

µD2

 − Λ

⊕
D J̇c

 Ẋ1

Ẋ2


p⊕ = pH + J−T

c

 pD1

pD2


The dynamic modeling allows to characterize the inertial, centrifugal, Coriolis and gravity effects in the oper-

ational space of the device. The articular torques are evaluated through this equation to provide the desired force
feedback to the user.

The inverse dynamic model of the Delthaptic can also be expressed into the joint space as follows in Equation (9).

τ = A⊕ q̈ + b⊕ + G⊕ + JT Fuser (9)

with A⊕ = JT Λ⊕ J ; G⊕ = JT p⊕ and b⊕ = JT (µ⊕ + Λ⊕ J̇ q̇)
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3. Kinematic multi-objective optimization

The global structure of the Delthaptic has been defined in the previous section but its performances strongly
depend on its dimensional synthesis. A kinematic multi-objective optimization process is implemented to determine
the geometric parameters of the structure with respect to the requirement specification and the mechanism modeling.

The design vector of the Delthaptic can be defined as I = [L1,1, L1,2, L2,1, L2,2, r1, r2, a1, a2,H] . H represents the
height of the center of the prescribed workspace from the base platform. The objective functions are evaluated in
n = 1716 points Pk of the discretized prescribed workspace.

3.1. Formulation of the problem

Different strategies are adopted to deal with the multiple objectives during optimization process. Some authors
prefer to consider successively the different objectives as single-objective optimization problems and choose arbitrarily
the geometric parameters among the single-objective solutions. Others define the cost function as a weighted sum of
the objectives to solve a single-objective problem. But this strategy requires a proper selection of the weight factors
which needs for complex selection methods. Multi-objective optimization (MOO) process consists in finding a domain
of optimal solutions, such as Pareto front or optimal parameters boxes [23]. In this paper, a MOO problem is solved
using a Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm and an optimal design is chosen on the Pareto front solution.

Many papers explore kinematic optimization and propose different criteria to fix their design vector. These kine-
matic performance indexes are classified in Table 2 according to their concern.

Table 2: Kinematic optimization objectives
Performance indexes Objectives Drawbacks

- Closest to the Optimal workspace [24] Compactness
- Depending on the distance/volume calcu-
lation

- Max regular dexterous workspace [25]
- Max Dexterity [26] or Min cond(J) [27]
- Max Global Conditioning Index [28]
- Max Global kinematic Isotropy Index[29]
- Max manipulability or Max det(J)

Kinematic isotropy/accuracy
Distance to singularities
Minimum error amplification
Static Force requirement
Actuator stiffness

- Not invariant under a change of units if J
is not homogeneous
- Depending on the choice of the norm
- No completely consistent behavior with
respect to isotropy or positioning errors [30]

- Max volume of the stiffness hyperellipsoid
(SH)
- Min excentricity of SH
- Max stiffness matrix σmin(K) [31]

Stiffness
- Computationally intensive
- Difficult stiffness modelling

Compulsory requirements can be introduced as constraints during the optimization procedure. In the proposed
optimization process, a penalty method is adopted to transform the constrained problem into an unconstrained op-
timization. The design constraints that need to be verified are added as weighted penalty components FCi in each
objective function. The penalty weight factors are chosen according to the priority order of the requirements and
much more higher than the order of magnitude of the fitness component. The fitness component FRi of each objective
function Fi = FC + FRi optimizes a performance criterion.
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The five following design constraints are verified during the optimization process, for each leg j of the Delta i,
and lead to the penalty function FC detailed in Equation (10):

- Articular motion range: −180◦ ≤ q j,i(Pk) ≤ 90◦

- Accessibility of the PW: h j,i(Pk) ≤ 0
- No singularity: det(Ai)&det(Bi)&det(Ci) , 0 ∀ (Pk)
- Upper position assembly mode: det(J i(Pk)) < 0
- External leg posture working mode: B ji(Pk) < 0

FC = FC11025 + FC21020 + FC31015 + FC41010 + FC5105 (10)

FC1 =
n∑

k=1

2∑
i=1

3∑
j=1

(q j,i(Pk) > 90◦||q j,i(Pk) < −180◦)

FC2 =
n∑

k=1

2∑
i=1

3∑
j=1

(h j,i(Pk) > 0)

FC3 =
n∑

k=1

2∑
i=1

(det(Ai)||det(Bi)||det(Ci)(Pk) = 0)

FC4 =
n∑

k=1

2∑
i=1

(det(J i(Pk)) ≥ 0)

FC5 =
n∑

k=1

2∑
i=1

3∑
j=1

(B j,i(Pk) ≥ 0)

Two objective functions are chosen to optimize the mechanism. The first fitness function FR1 maximizes the
distance to singular configurations. This distance can be assimilated to the dexterity of the Delta robots ηi(Pk) =

1
cond(J i(Pk))

and in a similar manner with respect to the constraint singularities κi(Pk) =
1

cond(Ci(Pk))
. It is worth

noting that the dexterity index, based on the conditioning of the Jacobian matrix, is adapted because the studied
Delta robot’s Jacobian matrices are homogeneous in units. The second fitness function FR2 maximizes the device
compactness by minimizing the distance between the workspace boundary and the prescribed workspace | h j,i(Pk) |.
The two objective functions are detailed in Equation (11).

F1, S ingleOb j = FC +
n∑

k=1

2∑
i=1

(cond(J i(Pk)) + cond(Ci(Pk)))

F2, S ingleOb j = FC +
n∑

k=1

2∑
i=1

3∑
j=1
| h j,i(Pk) | (11)

For the sake of consistent evaluation of the Pareto frontier and to get comparable results, the multi-objective fitness
functions are normalized according to the single-objective results as displayed in Equation (12). The single-objective
optimal solution is reached when the objective function is equal to zero.

Fi, MultiOb j = FC +
FRi − Fmin

i, S ingleOb j

Fmax
i, S ingleOb j − Fmin

i, S ingleOb j

(12)

3.2. Results of the optimization

The two objective functions F1, S ingleOb j and F2, S ingleOb j are independently optimized. The single-objective opti-
mal solutions are considered as target values for the multi-objective process. The single-objective optimization results
appear in Fig. 4. The more compact design is close to singular configurations, while the optimal solution according
to dexterity results in a very large structure.
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Figure 4: Single-objective optimization results

The kinematic multi-objective optimization aims at minimizing the two normalized objective functions F1, MultiOb j

and F2, MultiOb j. The domain of optimal solutions of the multi-objective optimization is represented by the Pareto front
in Fig. 5. The Pareto front represents optimal compromises between the two objective functions. The single-objective
optimal solutions are excluded from the multi-objective optimization results because they are unfavorable for the other
objective.

Figure 5: Pareto front of the kinematic multi-objective optimization and manipulability along the translational workspace, |det(J)|

Different solutions can be selected by the designer from the Pareto Front: (a) has the maximum dexterity, (b) is
the more compact structure respecting the prescribed workspace, and (c) is an intermediate solution. The determinant
of the Jacobian matrix is represented over the constant orientation workspace at [φ, θ, ψ] = [0, 0, 0] in Fig. 5. The
corresponding solution is shown along with its workspace. The intermediate solution (c) is selected as optimal design
since it allows to take away the singularities without significant increase of the size of the Delthaptic. This choice
remains a subjective designer decision made according to his intended purpose. The vector of geometric parameters
obtained thanks to the optimization process is I = [295, 392, 379, 445,−23,−83, 137, 122, 394]mm.

To validate the choice of this solution, the dexterity indexes ηi and κi are evaluated along the device’s prescribed
workspace for the two Delta robots. The values of these indexes are plotted in Fig. 6 over the prescribed translational
workspace ([φ, θ, ψ] = [0, 0, 0]). There is no singular configuration in the prescribed workspace boundary. The two
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Delta robots have high dexterity indexes as expected from the optimization process. The choice of an intermediate
solution leads to quite homogeneous properties along the prescribed workspace.

Figure 6: Dexterity analysis along the Delthaptic’s prescribed translational workspace, [φ, θ, ψ] = [0, 0, 0]

4. Actuator/transmission selection

During the two first stages of the design process, the structure of the Delthaptic has been fully defined and its
geometric parameters have been set according to the results of a kinematic multi-objective optimization. This strategy
leads to an optimal mechanical architecture, providing high transparency and meeting the performance requirements.

This section deals with the selection of the actuators and transmission systems able to drive the mechanism and to
provide the required force feedback.

4.1. Procedure of selection

In the literature, the actuator selection is often based on maximum joint torque requirements. In [32] the optimal
choice of robot actuators aims at minimizing their mass with respect to peak torque and maximum temperature con-
straints on a given trajectory. Bowling and Khatib [33] introduce a method to pick the actuator out with respect to a
desired level of dynamic performances, specified by the torque at performance points through the dynamic capability
equation. In [34], the authors propose an optimization process to maximize the haptic device transparency by mini-
mizing the parasitic terms in the dynamic equation. They suggest to select the motor with the smallest rotor moment
of inertia which can supply the required torque along a typical path with the smallest capstan radius.

However, the only requirements of maximum torque and velocity are not sufficient to ensure a proper selection of
the actuation. The effective torque along a sizing cycle has to be compared to the motor nominal torque to prevent
engine overheating. In [35] and [36] optimization procedures are proposed to select drive trains by minimizing
the total mass (and price) of robotic manipulators. These procedures are constrained according to motor/gearbox
selection criteria recommended by the manufacturers. Criteria of nominal torque, stall torque, and maximum speed
are examined to choose the motor for desired trajectories. In [35] Harmonic Drive gearboxes are selected according
to their rated and maximum torques, and permissible input speed, while in [36] a constraint is set on the lifetime of
the gearboxes.

It is also primordial to limit the motor/load inertia mismatch to provide a good response time and to avoid oscilla-
tions of the servo system caused by the flexibility in the coupling [37]. Fast feedback control methods [38] can provide
an acceptable transient response, with low amplitude of oscillation, even in the presence of large inertia mismatch.
But they involve a direct load feedback or an estimation of the load, which is complex and requires an accurate model
of the system. Motor designers advice to keep the inertia ratio between the apparent inertia of the load and the rotor
inertia below 20 : 1.

The following procedure is adopted to select appropriate actuators and transmission systems:
- The maximum joint torques τmax are evaluated over the prescribed workspace. For the Delthaptic, the maximum

static torques are considered since the maximum force feedback is reached during stiff quasi-static contacts. The
maximum velocity is not limiting for haptic device but should be evaluated for other applications.
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- The desired level of dynamic performances is defined through sets of velocity, acceleration and force in the
operational space. They can be specified thanks to a typical trajectory. Highly dynamic tasks can be expected for
haptic device since the human operator imposes the velocity and acceleration of the end-effector. But these dynamic
motions would probably happen in free-space or without important force feedback. The required dynamic capability is
strongly dependant on the application. To meet the dynamic requirements of multi-purpose haptic device, a polishing
task is chosen as critical application involving both high dynamic motions and significant force feedback. The effective
joint torques τe f f are evaluated for this typical task in order to ensure a correct functioning of the actuation.

- A couple of actuator and transmission system is chosen for each active joint by checking three selection criteria:
The speed-torque characteristic of the motor covers the required maximum torque τmax and velocity. The motor
nominal torque Cnom

mot is superior to the effective torque τe f f along the dynamic sizing trajectory. The rotor inertia Jmot

is superior or equal to the apparent inertia of the load Jeq over 20.

4.2. Static force capability

The static force capability of the haptic device is evaluated for six different values of the thread pitch p =

[40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140]mm.
The static Equation (13) of the Delthaptic is bounded with respect to maximum joint torques fixed to τmax = 10Nm.

The maximum force and torque which can be rendered to the user are evaluated thanks to the inequality (Eq. (14)),
where translational and rotational feedback are considered separately.

τ = JT (p⊕ + Fuser) (13)

Γ ≤ J fT


Fx

Fy

Fz

 + JcT


Cx

Cy

Cz

 ≤ Γ with

Γ = −[τmax] − JT p⊕
Γ = [τmax] − JT p⊕

JT = [J fT JcT]

(14)

The static force and torque ellipsoids at the center of the prescribed workspace [X,Y,Z, φ, θ, ψ] = [0, 0,H, 0, 0, 0]
are evaluated. Since the thread pitch has a very small influence on the static force capability, the force ellipsoid is only
displayed for p = 120mm in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Static force ellipsoid at [X,Y,Z, φ, θ, ψ] = [0, 0,H, 0, 0, 0]

The static torque capability in Fig. 8 shows that a minimum thread pitch p = 100mm is necessary for the ball-
screw system to get quite isotropic torque feedback. A smaller thread pitch would lead to the need for important motor
torques to provide the torque feedback about the handle axis. An optimal thread pitch p = 120mm is chosen for the
design to reduce the maximum joint torques.

The static torques which render the maximum required force feedback are evaluated over the prescribed workspace.
The desired maximum force and torque in operational space are 20N and 0.5Nm (Table 1). The maximum torques are
calculated thanks to the Equation (13). Due to the symmetric structure of the Delta robot, it has been chosen to select
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Figure 8: Static torque ellipsoids at [X,Y,Z, φ, θ, ψ] = [0, 0,H, 0, 0, 0]

Table 3: Maximum static torque for the required force feedback
Force Fx Fy Fz Cx Cy Cz

feedback 20N 20N 20N 0.5Nm 0.5Nm 0.5Nm
τmax,Delta1 [Nm] 7.94 8.56 8.08 8.08 7.54 6.57
τmax,Delta2 [Nm] 9.94 9.76 11.01 12.91 12.59 9.28

the same motor for the three axes. The maximum static torque for each Delta robot and each required force feedback
are evaluated in Table 3 over the prescribed workspace.

The maximum required torque over the whole prescribed workspace is τmax,Delta1 = 9Nm for the Delta 1 and
τmax,Delta2 = 13Nm for the Delta 2.

4.3. Desired dynamic performance

A typical sizing trajectory of polishing, combining high dynamic motions and force feedback, is defined to char-
acterize the desired level of dynamic performance of the haptic device.

Figure 9: Joint torques along a polishing trajectory

It is assumed that the operator follows a polishing path on a turbine blade in the plane (YZ), represented on the
Fig. 9 by the grinder location and orientation. The tool stays normal to the surface along the path. The trajectory
is interpolated from the path at a feedrate f = 0.25m/s without considering acceleration or jerk limits as the human
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kinematic capabilities are very high. The resulting articular trajectories are computed through the Inverse Kinematic
Model of the Delthaptic. A normal force feedback Fn = 5N, a tangential force feedback Ft = 2N, and a self-rotational
torque feedback Cn = 0.1Nm are considered for this application.

The joint torques along this sizing trajectory are evaluated according to the dynamic equation (Eq. (8)) and are
displayed in Fig. 9. The evolution of these dynamic torques is conform to the maximum required torques defined in
the previous subsection.

The effective joint torques are evaluated thanks to the Equation (15) for this typical trajectory.

τe f f =

√∑
(τ2

i × dti)
ttot

(15)

τe f f ,1 = 1.61Nm, τe f f ,2 = 0.68Nm, τe f f ,3 = 0.7Nm, τe f f ,4 = 5.03Nm, τe f f ,5 = 3.42Nm, and τe f f ,6 = 4.42Nm.
It has been chosen to select the three same couples of actuators and transmission systems for each Delta robot. The

maximum effective torques are therefore retained for the two Delta: τe f f ,Delta1 = 1.61Nm and τe f f ,Delta2 = 5.03Nm.

4.4. Choice of the actuation

Poole et al. [39] present a methodology to select the best actuator technology and configuration using three main
figures of merit on performance (force, stroke and frequency) together with the analysis of the user requirements.
Haptic applications request accurate joint torques in a large bandwidth, even during very slow motions. Electric
engines are chosen to actuate the Delthaptic. In direct torque control, brushless synchronous motors suffer from
undesired torque ripple coming from discontinuities in their electromagnetic flux. Different methods to reduce this
phenomenon are proposed in the literature [40, 41]. But they are complex control strategies and would affect the
performances of the force feedback. Other motor technologies can be preferred to avoid these electromagnetic effects,
such as slotless motors, torque motors having a large number of pole pairs, or brushed DC motors with commutator.

Capstan systems are designed to transmit the torque from the motors to the active joints. The smallest couple of
actuator and capstan radius rcap,i adequate to verify the criteria in Equation (16) is selected for each Delta robot. The

capstan transmission ratio is Ri =
rmot,i

rcap,i
.

τmax,Deltai ≤ Cmax
mot,i/Ri (a) τe f f ,Deltai ≤ Cnom

mot,i/Ri (b) Jmot,i ≥ Jeq,i/20 (c) (16)

Jeq,i is the apparent inertia of the load from the motor point of view. It is worth noting that this apparent inertia
varies with the configuration of the robot. The kinetic energy matrix in joint space A⊕ is deduced from the dynamic
equation (Eq. (9)). By considering for each joint that the apparent inertia of the load is the diagonal term of this
kinetic energy matrix, the equivalent inertia on the motor axis becomes:

Jeq,i = R2
i A⊕(i, i) (17)

The maximum equivalent inertia of the load on the motor axis is calculated over the prescribed workspace for each
Delta robot. The maximum design inertia ratio Jeq,i/20 is plotted in Fig. 10 according to the capstan transmission
ratio.

Figure 10: Maximum motor apparent inertia for each Delta robot
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The selection of the couple of actuators and capstan transmission systems for each Delta robot remains a designer
choice as several solutions would check the criteria in Equation (16). The Table 4 explores solutions using brushed
DC motors powered at 48V nominal voltage. The transmission ratios Ri are calculated for each motor by considering
the smallest capstan radius allowing to check the three selection criteria. The limiting criterion (a), (b), or (c) is noted
in the Table for each solution.

Table 4: Brushed DC motor and capstan transmission solutions
Motor Ømot Cmax

mot Cnom
mot Jmot R1 Limiting R2 Limiting

designation [mm] [Nm] [Nm] [kg.cm2] criteria (1) criteria (2)
Maxon RE35 6 0.498 0.106 0.066 1/30 (c) 1/52 (c)

Crouzet 89830 8 1.23 0.18 0.38 1/13 (c) 1/28 (b)
Maxon RE40 6 0.814 0.19 0.12 1/22 (c) 1/39 (c)

Crouzet 89890 8 2.68 0.29 0.65 1/10 (c) 1/18 (b)
Maxon RE50 8 7.37 0.42 0.542 1/11 (c) 1/19 (c)
Maxon RE65 12 16.1 0.8 1.34 1/7 (c) 1/12 (c)

The results for the Delthaptic show that the requirements (b) and (c) about the effective torque and the inertia
mismatch are key constraints in the selection procedure. They involve smaller transmission ratios (i.e. higher capstan
radii) than the single condition of maximum joint performances.

Among the possible solutions, Maxon motors are selected for both Delta robots of the Delthaptic: the RE 40 for
the first Delta with R1 = 1/22 and the RE 50 with R2 = 1/19 for the second one. This choice allows the development
of identical driven pulleys for all capstan systems.

5. Experimental validation

A prototype of the Delthaptic has been produced in the lab to check the proper functioning of the mechanical
structure and to validate the proposed design procedure.

5.1. Prototype of the Delthaptic

A first prototype of the Delthaptic is build and shown in Fig. 11. Its geometric parameters are chosen with respect
to the results of the multi-objective optimization. Every R-joint is mounted on ball bearings which significantly
reduces the mechanism friction. The parts are designed with openings and are made of aluminum alloy or carbon
fiber to decrease their mass. Mechanical stoppers are installed on the actuated joints to prevent damages which could
happen if the operator attempts to move outside the motion range.

Figure 11: First prototype and hardware architecture of the Delthaptic
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For this experimental device, available AC synchronous 8LVA1 motors from B&R are used. Although this kind
of brushless motors is not optimal, because they suffer from cogging torque, they allow to approve the design of
the Delthatpic. Capstan systems providing a transmission ratio of 1/16 are developed to ensure a sufficient force
feedback according to the criteria of maximum and effective torques. Each transmission system is composed by
an helical driving pulley (diameter: 10mm) fixed to the motor shaft, a flat half-disk driven pulley (diameter: 160mm)
clamped to the Delta leg, and two 0.6mm-diameter vectran wires ensuring the system to be slack-free and stiff enough.

The hardware architecture of the haptic device is detailed in Fig. 11. To ensure a real-time control of all the com-
ponents, a powerful Operating System and a high-speed robust communication with a wide bandwidth are required.
The joints of the Delthaptic are driven by B&R Automation industrial PC and ACOPOS servo drives running the
inner current loop of the motors. An I/O module is temporary added to the control rack to evaluate the orientation of
the handle thanks to potentiometers and the operational space force through a force sensor, during the experimental
validation. The choice of Ethernet POWERLINK communication standard allows to synchronize the robot axes at
a fast communication rate of 400µs. The programs cyclically compute the robot models and control schemes for
the haptic application, including the evaluation of the set position of the slave robot and an open-loop implementa-
tion of the direct force feedback. The computation times are low and compatible with the communication rate: an
average net time of 22µs for the axis manager, and 76µs for the application controller. The axis manager is based
on the RTRobMultiAxisControl library, an open robotic real-time framework developed by the RoBioSS team with
respect to PLCopen Motion and IEC 61131 standards. To specifically assess the prototype performances, a standard
open-loop impedance controller generates the set value to the motor torque control loop.

5.2. Prescribed workspace feedback
A virtual perception of the operating space is created to prevent the user from getting out of the prescribed trans-

lational workspace and meeting a singular configuration. Virtual walls delimiting the boundaries of the operating
area are rendered through the force feedback. Simple spring models with a stiffness K = 0.5N/mm are considered to
provide these virtual walls.

Figure 12: Free path of the end-effector with virtual workspace force feedback

The Fig. 12 displays an experimental path of a user moving freely the interface. The torque control compensates
for the gravity effects on the Delthaptic and provides the feeling of the virtual operating space. The force feedback,
represented in Fig. 12 along the path, constrains the operator motion inside the prescribed translational workspace.
This perception of the prescribed workspace qualitatively highlights the ability of the Delthaptic to provide a force
feedback. The resulting path also demonstrates the accessibility of the prescribed workspace as expected by the design
optimization.
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5.3. Positioning accuracy

To estimate the positioning accuracy of the haptic device, the position in the operational space is evaluated thanks
to a motion capture experiment with a Vicon system composed of 19 T40 cameras sampled at 100 Hz. The Figure 13
details the experimental set-up and the placement of the markers on the Delthaptic.

Figure 13: Motion capture experimental set-up

Two additional potentiometers are placed on the gimbal mechanism to get the handle orientation (see Fig.11). The
Delthaptic operational space position is measured along a free path of the user thanks to the motion capture system
and the potentiometers. These experimental values are compared in Fig. 14 to the position evaluated with the forward
kinematic model from the joint encoders’ values. The different positions are consistent together. These experimental
results indicate a good positioning accuracy of the haptic device. Small errors are observed on the evaluation of the
handle orientation, but can be explained by some imprecision in the measurements, since they are differences between
potentiometers and motion capture results.
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Figure 14: Position of the Delthaptic on a free path, model estimation and measured values

5.4. Force feedback accuracy

The accuracy of the force feedback is essential to ensure the transparency in contact of the haptic device. A six-axis
force sensor is temporarily mounted on the handle to evaluate the force in operational space provided to the operator.
The end-effector is virtually linked to the workspace center through a linear stiffness of 1800N/m in translation and
0.8Nm/rad in rotation. The force feedback is measured while the operator is interacting with the virtual spring. The
set force Fop and the measured force Fop,mes are compared in Fig. 15. CZop and CYop > 0 loads are not studied as the
sensor wire restricts rotational motions in these directions.

The comparison of the set and measured forces in operational space shows a good accuracy of the haptic feedback
during quasi-static interactions. A maximal mean deviation of 1N is observed for a vertical solicitation of ±10N, and
can be explained by a non-perfect compensation of the gravity term. The average torque error reaches 0.05Nm for
a torque feedback of ±0.2Nm. These mean errors are close to the requirement of force precision but would double
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Figure 15: Evaluation of quasi-static force feedback

for the maximum force feedback. Moreover, a hysterisis phenomenon appears on these results, caused by dry friction
and inducing additional force errors of ±2N and torque errors of ±0.05Nm. However, these errors in open-loop force
control remain small and could easily be reduced by implementing a suitable closed-loop control strategy.

5.5. Teleoperation application

The Delthaptic has been integrated in a collaborative multi-robot cell to teleoperate a Racer 3 robot of COMAU for
a simple grasping task. Real-time Ethernet POWERLINK communication is used to synchronize the robots. The hap-
tic device switches between position and torque control modes with respect with the task state and the operator action.
The Delthaptic compensates for the gravity effects and provides force feedback to the operator when teleoperating
the COMAU robot. The communication structures in Fig. 16 are defined to exchange significant data for the process
such as state information, numerical sensor data, or robot configuration data. The set and measured articular positions
of the COMAU robot are plotted and show the accuracy of the Delthaptic motion tracking in the teleoperation phase.
These curves are displayed for the joint q3 in Fig. 16.

Figure 16: Teleoperation of a COMAU Racer 3 with the Delthaptic

A video of this application is available in the attached file ”VideoDelthapticDextRobC”: Integration of the
Delthaptic in DextRobC, a multi-cobot cell (online version only).
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6. Conclusion

The design strategy of a new 6-DOF paired-parallel haptic device is presented in this paper. The Delthaptic
provides a large and singularity-free workspace by linking two Delta robots to the handle. Its mechanical architecture
possesses attributes of parallel structure valuable for the transparency of the interface such as low inertia, high stiffness,
and high dynamics. The paired structure also presents simple kinematic and dynamic analytical models. To the
authors’s knowledge, the Delthaptic is the first fully parallel haptic device providing such a workspace, especially
in rotation. This workspace is larger than those of available hybrid devices such as Sigma.7 of Force Dimension.
In addition, the Delthaptic ensures an accurate haptic feedback within ±20N and ±0.5Nm. This force capability is
crucial to properly replicate the task interactions with respect to human sensorimotor performances.

The geometric parameters of the Delthaptic are optimized by minimizing two kinematic objective functions. The
actuators and transmission systems are chosen by following a selection procedure based on dynamic criteria and
technological aspects. Testing of a prototype of the Delthaptic validates the expected functioning of the device and
the design purposes. The conducted tests have demonstrated the ability of the device to teleoperate industrial and
collaborative robots in remote tasks with force feedback.

As dynamic performance is crucial for haptic device, the actuator features, the parameters of the structure and the
transmission systems are adjusted through a second optimization process based on dynamic objectives. This work is
the subject of a second study.
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